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CIRCULAR

AllConcerned
Sub: Combined Seniority unit among 19 Mechanical Trades

*******
In order to form a Combined Seniority Unit in the technician cadre

(Mechanical), it is proposed to re-group the 19 Mechanical trades (Welder, Motor
Mechanic, MDM/ RR,FLT, Painter, Grit Blaster, Electroplater, Macht/SM, Macht/TR,
Macht/Gl., Fitter /GL, Fitter /MW, Fitter /TR, Trimmer, Serang, Wood Macht,
Blacksmith, Mason, Carpenter) into 5 Mechanical trades as given below:

Proposed grouping of Trades
S.No Existing Trades Merged Remarks

Trade
Group

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Painter, Grit Blaster,
All employees working in the

1 Painter 3 trades shown at column (2).Electroplater are merged. I

2 Macht/Slvl, Macht/TR, Machinist All employees working in the
Macht/Gl, 3 trades shown at column (2)

are merged.
3 Welder Welder Nochange.

All employees working in the

4 Motor Mechanic, Transport 3 trades of Transport wing
MDM/RR, FLT shown at column (2) are

merged.
FGL, FMW, FTR, All employees working in the

5 Trimmer, Serang, Fitter 9 trades shown at column (2)
Wood-Machinist, Mason are merged:
Blacksmith,Carpenter

I

Further to the above grouping, a provisional seniority list in respect of four
groups (except Welder trade) viz. Painter, Machinist, Transport & Fitter has been
drawn, duly merging the various trades in respect of each grouping shown above
and the seniority of the respective group of employees have been formed into a
single seniority unit, based on their date of entry to the grade of Tech. Gr. III, duly
maintaining inter-se position amongst themselves. This merged seniority lists as
per the groups shown above except Welders, are enclosed.

It may be noted that about 400 employees who are empanelled prior to
15.04.2017 (cut-off date for Panel) will be promoted on their turn, in their
respective trade, prior ~o merging based on their trade seniority. Their seniority
position will be interpolated in the merged group based on date of entry to Tech. Gr.
III later, as and when they are promoted.

The staff/employees concerned may send their representations, if any, on
the above proposed merged seniority list on or before 15.04.2017.

This may be circulated among the staff.

Encl:As above
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